Abstract. We present a prototype system using array comprehensions to bridge the gap between databases and information retrieval. It allows researchers to express their retrieval models in the General Matrix Framework for Information Retrieval [1] , and have these executed on relational database systems with negligible effort.
Introduction
Information Retrieval (IR) researchers develop methods to assess the degree of relevance of data to user queries. While ideally such a retrieval model could be considered 'just' a (somewhat complicated) query for a database system, in practice the researcher attempting to deploy database technology to information retrieval will stumble upon two difficulties. First, database implementations of IR models are still inefficient in runtime and resource utilisation if compared to highly optimised custom-built solutions. The second difficulty, which is the focus of this paper, is that the set-oriented query languages provided by relational database systems provide a fairly poor abstraction in expressing information retrieval models. Specifically, the lack of explicit representation of ordered data has long been acknowledged as a severe bottleneck for developing scientific database applications [2] , and we believe the same problem has hindered the integration of databases and information retrieval.
Recently, Roelleke et al. [1] have developed a mathematical framework that maps IR concepts to matrix spaces and matrix operations (Matrix Framework in the remainder). We explain how this theoretical framework to IR can be operationalised in a prototype for array data management in relational database systems (RAM) [3] . RAM defines operations over arrays declaratively in comprehension syntax (see [4] ). For example, the expression A = [ f(x,y,z) + 1 | x<5, y<3, z<10 ] defines a three-dimensional array, whose axes x, y and z have dimensions 5, 3 and 10, respectively. Each cell (x, y, z) of such an array is filled with the value of the function f(x,y,z) + 1. While comprehension syntax allows to express array operations on an element by element basis, the RAM system translates such element-at-a-time operations to collection-oriented database queries, suited for (potentially more efficient) bulk processing.
The remainder of the paper demonstrates how the Matrix Framework combines nicely with the RAM system, using the Language Modelling (LM) retrieval model (see [5] ) as an example. The results apply likewise to the other retrieval models discussed by [1] .
Language Modelling in the Matrix Framework
First define matrices L (locations), LT (location-term), LD (location-document) and QT (query-term) to represent documents d ∈ D and queries q ∈ Q:
Following the language modelling approach to IR, result matrix RSV containing retrieval status values for documents d and queries q is defined as
where the probability P (t|d, r) is a linear combination of foreground and background probabilities P (t|d) and P (t), defined in terms of within-document term frequency and collection term frequency:
using their maximum likelihood estimators
where
Here, N L(d, t) denotes the number of locations at which t occurs in d, N L D (d) the number of locations belonging to document d, and N L T (t) the number of locations at which t occurs in the collection.
Language Modelling in RAM
We now present the corresponding array expressions in RAM. First, introduce two macros for matrix transposition and matrix multiplication (the pre-processor expands macro-definitions symbolically):
The LM retrieval model is then expressed as shown in Fig. 1 . Each piece of code is a straightforward rewrite of the formulas in Section 2, as indicated by the leftmost column.
The upper part of the query (lines 1-3) declares the input matrices (in the next prototype, a data dictionary will replace explicit declaration of properties such as axis length, element type, sparsity, and name of the physical table).
The actual retrieval algorithm is implemented by the lower part of Fig. 1  (lines 4-11) . The one-to-one relation between such expressions and the formulas in Section 2 clearly shows that RAM syntax is simple and fully declarative. This (5), by the matrix multiplication L T · LT . However, it is easily verified that such a matrix multiplication is equivalent to a summation over the L axis, which is natively supported in RAM:
Because the RAM query optimiser detects and removes unneeded arithmetic operations, the matrix multiplication L T · LT (potentially more expensive) and the equivalent summation over the L axis would result in the same physical query plan (the same considerations hold for the computation of NL d). This allows us to make the RAM query fully compliant with the Matrix Framework without compromising the performance.
Query processing
Multi-layer approach. The front-end translates the high level array comprehensions into an intermediate array-algebra before final transformation to the relational domain. This algebraic expression is then rewritten by a traditional rule-based optimiser. A second step translates the array-algebra plan into the native query language of the database system. Currently, translations are available for SQL and (binary) relational algebra. For testing purposes, RAM supports direct translation into stand-alone programmes (Matlab and C++). A k-dimensional array is represented as relation R(I 1 , . . . , I k , V), where columns I 1 , . . . , I k identify the coordinates of each cell and V contains their values.
Sparse arrays. While the Matrix Framework is an elegant formalism, representation of its matrix spaces is only feasible if the materialisation of the absence of a term can be avoided. Matrices like LT , for instance, are extremely sparse (the density of the non-0 values is lower than 0.0001%). Therefore, we extended the RAM prototype with specific query processing techniques to handle sparse arrays.
The relational representation of sparse arrays is relatively easy: tuples (i 1 , . . . , i k , v) are only stored if v = 0 (more precisely, we allow arrays to be sparse on any value, not only 0). The evaluation of query plans involving sparse arrays is however more complicated, to ensure correct results when the input values are not physically stored. We have found experimentally that the increased complexity starts to pay off when input array density drops below 20%, while performance improves dramatically with smaller densities.
The RAM extension for the evaluation of expressions involving sparse arrays has made it possible for the user to deal with well-defined array structures, regardless of their theoretical sizes; the low-level, physical details are handled by the system. Remarkably, the resulting set-based and bulk-oriented query plans are not dissimilar to what an expert database developer would devise.
Summary and Future Work
The Matrix Framework for information retrieval captures a wide spectrum of IR in a consistent way, including indexing, retrieval, relevance feedback, and evaluation measures. Also, it establishes a consistent notation for frequencies in event spaces (see (4)), readily available as building blocks in common libraries for matrix operations.
Thanks to its array-based data model, the RAM query language remedies many of the interfacing hurdles encountered when implementing computation oriented algorithms in database systems. It provides for arrays a level of abstraction which is similar to that provided by SQL for sets: queries can be expressed in a declarative manner, such that application logic and physical implementation are clearly separated, and can be improved independently.
The research presented in this paper demonstrates how RAM provides an elegant implementation platform for information retrieval research. It justifies the development of optimisations, under investigation at present, that are specific for a matrix-based computational model. Future work topics include the implementation of sparse arrays evaluation for all backends (currently available only for relational algebra), and the usage of lightweight data compression provided by MonetDB/X100 [6] , which is expected to be highly effective in the presented scenario.
